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L E G A L  D I S C L A I M E R
It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section
carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice from legal,
financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All
of the information provided here is not intended to be
complete, and it should never be construed as a part of
different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this
white paper is accurate and up to date and that all products,
services, technical architecture, token distribution, and
company timelines are accurate and up to date.
Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed
without notice, and they can never be considered a
signatory agreement of advice.

No Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a
contract or make a legally enforceable commitment to
contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any
form or part of any opinion that can be construed as
advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by
Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as
a part of any effect that can be used in the formation of a
contract or an investment decision. 



L E G A L  D I S C L A I M E R
Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for
determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to their
transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not
responsible for determining which taxes apply to
transactions.

Limitation of liability:
Diramcoin shall not be held liable for any loss or harm
resulting from the use of this website's material, including
written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations,
charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about
the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the financial
markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of
the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose
your whole investment.

Investment risks:
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not
suited for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your
investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before
opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital
asset.



W H O  W E  A R E ?
Being a clean, renewable form of energy that is available every
day of the year and can produce some energy even in cloud
days, the aim diramcoin is to contribute to the generation  of
green types of energy through the investment of private people
and factories who believe  in diramcoin and want to finance their
projects whit it and increase the utilization of solar energy as
much as all kind of green energies. This contribute to the
generation of new jobs directly, by hiring electricians and solar
system installers, and indirectly, by acquiring the necessary
components for the installation of solar generators for always
new and more numerous projects. 

Diramcoin knows the importance of solar energy mainly being
pollution free, it does not cause the emission of greenhouse
gases after installation. It will help the world to reduce
dependence on oil and fossil fuels. Being a clean, renewable
form of energy that is available every day of the year, even
cloudy days produce some energy.

The goal of Diramcoin is to enhance the solar and its service
industry for transactions on day to day business. These coins are
created through the BEP platform and shared between
participating parties on both the buy and sell side of marketing
deals through IEO. The process utilizes multi layer protocol for
tracking and the full platform for both encryption and
interrogation of the contracts.



O U R  M I S S I O N
Our mission is to provide the highest quality renewable
energy products and services to customers who are
interested in reducing energy costs and carbon footprint.
Our values include: Ethics and integrity, responsibility,
honesty and openness to all aspects of our business.
Provide the most compelling value in the solar industry.
Value, as defined by our customers, means designing and
installing the highest quality solar energy systems, on time,
safely and with high customer satisfaction. Diramcoin is
conceptualized as an ecosystem with smart technologies
aimed at solving the current problems associated with
solar energy. Which can solve underlying challenges.
Enabling retailers to accept digital assets for goods and
services. Making blockchain technology and
cryptocurrency accessible to the masses, even if most
don't know how it works. Technological advancements in
the means of production are the driving force behind the
changes in the prevailing system of socioeconomic
relations. Feudalism was transformed into capitalism as a
result of such advancements. While man obtained physical
freedom, the financial freedom remained under the control
of the centralized authority. A deep level of collaboration is
required to attain the next level of productivity provided by
new technological advancements. 



V I S I O N  O F  D I R A M C O I N

To make blockchain technology and cryptocurrency
accessible by the solar energy, even if the majority don’t
know how it works.
To create an ecosystem where different solutions can
emerge from a social perspective, including collaborative
applications.
We are providing the atmosphere where the technology is
used to allocate authentic ownership of assets in a solar.
To ensure users own personal data, which will significantly
reduce the current data leaks via centralized financial
systems.

By providing unparalleled value, we will greatly accelerate the
adoption of solar energy systems. This will give our customers,
our communities and our nation clean, abundant, low-cost energy
that will allow us to provide financial security for all our holders.
We envision building an ecosystem that is a decentralized
financial system that can only be created by appropriately
managing people, value, ownership, and reputation.

Our Vision is to :

"What I find most inspiring about this business is that we put the
power back in people's hands...." -Aaron Eriksson



B E N E F I T S  O F  H O L D I N G
It is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates
rewards by holding the coin on any exchange and
generating passive income. When an investor holds a coin
and staking the pool, it is the easiest method to do, in a
decentralized world. There is very sufficient energy
consumption and stumpy probabilities of risks while
staking than any crypto mining. Diramcoins is here for you.

Passive Income:

Stake holders earn incentives by holding and controlling
their digital wealth. Passive income for the beneficiary is
the reward of staking.

More Cost Effective:

Proof of stake blockchains are always inexpensive and
less energy-consuming platforms with no particular and
expensive hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work
chains, PoS is more cost-effective and ecofriendly. So, the
stakes can earn more passive income by using Smart
Liquidity Global Business coin.



B E N E F I T S  O F  H O L D I N G
Scalability:

In the Blockchain world, scalability is a concept that is
often used. It refers to a computational process's potential
to be used or generated in a variability of ways. Proof of
stake protocols, as shown by diramcoin higher transaction
outputs and lower fees, make for greater scalability.

Echo Friendlier:

As Proof of stake blockchains are less energy consumers,
they are more environment friendly. Thus, they have a
lower carbon footprint and have little or no environmental
effects.

Highly Secured with the help of Smart Contract:

The biggest issue in the modern world is security and
privacy, and We provides a swift and stable portal that is
backed by the diramcoin contract, making him superior to
others. diramcoin contract is offering a highly secure and
fast platform to the users for staking crypto.



S M A R T  T E C H N O L O G I E S
Diramcoin provides unique technology to its users. It's also
not just for the super-rich who have it in abundance and
are constantly looking for something extraordinary to
spend their money on (See our '3 Most Expensive Gadgets'
article to see how crazy the super-rich can be. Smart
technology is readily available to a variety of people and is
more common than ever. Programmable temperature
settings, one-button central lighting control, remote
controls that open and close the room's blinds... many use
smart technology in our homes, but the big question is, do
we really need it or is it all a little overrated?

Declining fuel sources combined with rising energy costs
have made energy conservation a top priority for some.
Smart technology helps by automating home energy
usage. Many of us forget to turn off the lights or turn off
the thermostat before leaving the house, resulting in a
huge waste of energy and money, both of which we cannot
afford. In homes using smart technology, light usage is
automatically regulated, heating and cooling equipment is
monitored and appliances are switched off if not in use.



W H Y  C H O O S E  U S ?
Open for global participants:

Diramcoin facilitates the transaction and brings them
closer to a wider audience. An added benefit of diramcoin
use is that it’s completely decentralized, so p2p trading
can be done freely across borders. The use of technology
will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone
more financially connected, empowered, and enabled.
Diramcoin has no border so these can be used no matter
where you are located globally. This also has a huge
effect on international payment fees. 

The efficiency of payment transactions:

Standard transfers and foreign purchases typically involve
fees and exchange costs. Since diramcoin transactions
have no intermediary institutions or government
involvement, the costs of transacting are kept very low.
Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating
the inconvenience of typical authorization requirements
and wait periods.



W H Y  C H O O S E  U S ?
Fast and secure:

Diramcoin is different because of its potential features of
security, privacy, transparency, blockchain technology,
Farming, lending, P2P trading, and NFTs marketplace. We
have created a platform to connect people through Solar.

Strong security:

Built and maintained to the highest security practices to
ensure our users and their funds are always protected. We
provides private and secure proprietary technology
applications (app), decentralized exchange with its
encrypted communication platform.

Free from corporate and government interference:

Our Coin transactions have no intermediary institutions or
government involvement, the costs of transacting are kept
very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly,
eliminating the Inconvenience of typical authorization and
waiting period requirements.



B E N E F I T S  O F  U S I N G
D I R A M C O I N

Diramcoin will structure high volume of business portfolio
and also help businesses across the planet with similar
advantage. This will help consumers, business houses,
traders, e-commerce platforms to seamlessly transform
the existing models to crypto based environment, thus
increasing profits and ease of business.

Global Acceptancy:
Cryptocurrencies are a borderless means of exchange
allowing instant and cost-effective transactions worldwide.
There is no waiting, no international fees and no limitations
as to who can or cannot send funds to whom or when and
where those funds can be accessed.

Blockchain Technology:
Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology (DLT) for
record-keeping of cryptocurrency transactions. It is also a
database to achieve independent verification of the chain
of ownership of any and every amount. 



B E N E F I T S  O F  U S I N G
D I R A M C O I N

Low Transaction Fees:
Most of the people feel this pain. But the use of diramcoin
takes this pain away. It means diramcoin is the best
cryptocurrency to invest in. Its users do not have to worry
about expensive transaction fee and chargeback.

Instant Operations:
Well, it is the best solution for ultra-fast contactless
international transactions. As a result, all transactions get
completed within 15 seconds time only. This is why
Diramcoin is fast becoming the best cryptocurrency to
invest in.

Easy Accessibility:
Paying with cryptocurrency is simple and convenient.
Digital payments using smartphones instead of a credit
card is awfully convenient. This is where the global
business coin proves to be the best cryptocurrency to
invest in. Meaning, you can make payments for anything
using diramcoin.



 D I R A M C O I N  S W A P

Quickly exchange into an asset you believe will grow.
Move out of a volatile asset into one of our
cryptocurrencies.
Hedge against real-world events.

A decentralized trading platform on diramcoin will be added,
satisfying the needs of fully decentralized payments. Smart
global business connects Tron making it easy and convenient
to connect and process transactions, breaking any user-
touchable space close to the future world the dominant
cryptocurrency, Smart Swap guarantees outstanding speed
token processing and extremely low transaction fees so that
the community can easily connect. Diramcoin is an easy, fast,
and secure exchange creating a completely new ecosystem,
built to facilitate a crypto derivative market where traders have
access to a variety of trading and investment instruments,
enabling a highly liberating, strategic, low-risk, and seamless
trading experience in a truly decentralized way. Diramcoin is
going to launch its own decentralized exchange. With our
swap, you can exchange crypto in your Private Key Wallet or
your Trading Account. Exchanging from your Private Key
Wallet provides you with the benefits of a non-custodial, on
chain trade settlement. Swapping from your Trading Account
provides faster settlement and no network fees. There are
many great reasons our Wallet users love using swap:



E C O S Y S T E M
Flexible Input Plans:

Strictly Decentralized, token that powers the network,
enabling holders to participate in governance decisions and
access SLT services.

High Limits, Low Fees:

A fully-embedded Governance model allows diramcoin
holders to regulate the token burn, fee rates, staking rewards,
and much more. The token will be used in voting for future
project investments.

Easy Payment:

Automatic Liquidity staking is one of the most valuable
functions of the diramcoin protocol. As transactions happen on
both the buy or sell-side we can take a percentage of the
tokens and stake them as liquidity for the exchange of
diramcoin. This will mitigate many issues other tokens
experience such as price fluctuations, whales selling, and
causing excessive price drops, and provide for confidence in
the long-term viability of the project.



C H A L L E N G E S  W E
O V E R C O M E

Centralization and waste of Electricity:

Many cryptocurrencies are centralized, and there is a central
authority
involved, with trading and transactions. Higher power of
electricity and equipment are required for the blockchain to
work.

No Open Standards:

There is no extensively recognized standard for decentralized
cryptocurrencies. The users have no idea that what to expect
and the customer interface is always a reconsideration.

Expensive and Time-Consuming:

It is always an expensive and time-consuming experience, to
build and manage a network for blockchain technology. The
challenge of operating a virtual economy is a mess, and
security issues add to the complexity.



K E Y  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
O F  D I R A M C O I N

This decentralized cryptocurrency leverages the
potential of P2P (Peer-to-Peer) technology to ensure
the hassle-free transfer of tokens from person to
person using the internet.
Eliminates central repositories like banks or other
authorities from the process to ensure speedy and low-
cost transactions.
Diramcoin can be used in every country.
Your account cannot be frozen.
No arbitrary limits.

The list of its specifications includes but is not limited to
the following only:

A parallel currency is required to make life easier for
users. This is exactly what the cryptocurrency concept is
for. Cryptocurrency is required to be adopted in all parts
of the world for this. The achievement of this feat could be
possible with only comprehensive cryptocurrency
solutions.



T O K E N O M I C S

Wind turbines
solar panels
Solar panels that produce energy at night
Best batteries

Ecological buildings: coating with biodynamic cement.
Titanium dioxide covered tiles (tio2).

The world population needs energy, today more than
ever:

1. Tecno Casologie Green:
Some scientific teams are working on batteries they use.
Sustainable organic molecules to store energy. The goal is
to replace lithium -ion batteries that currently represent the
only technology for our devices electronic (including new
generation electric cars), biomass with solid and sewage
waste - industrial waste.

2. Air Pollution

3. Technology to bring water and toilets where they are
missing.



T O K E N O M I C S

T O T A L  S U P P L Y  1 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 0

L I Q U I D I T Y   6 0 % F U T U R E  E X C H A N G E  2 0 %

M A R K E T I N G  1 0 % Y  D O N A T I O N S  1 0 %



T O K E N  D E T A I L S

Token Name-------------------------------------------------------------Diramcoin 
Symbol-----------------------------------------------------------------------------DIR
Network-------------------------------------------------------------------etherscan
Decimal------------------------------------------------------------------------------18
Total Supply-----------------------------------------------------100,000,000,000 
Max Supply------------------------------------------------------100,000,000,000
Circulating Supply-----------------------------------------------80,000,000,000 



R O A D  M A P

Other Decentralized
Exchange 
Advertisement on all Social
Media Platforms
Donation for the search for
environmental well -being

Events Campaigns
Whitepaper Release
Smart Contract Audits
Updated Web 3.0 Websites

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Diramcoin : https://diramcoin.com/   

https://diramcoin.com/
https://diramcoin.com/


R O A D  M A P

Major CEX Listings
App Development for IOS
Formation of a Corporation
Corporate Partnership(s)
Purchase Land for Corporate
Ownership 

Real-World Marketing outside
of Cryptosphere
iOS, Android and Web
Wallets to help INVESTORS
and holders track their holdings
Multi chain master-node
backing treasury. 
Capital will be invested into
major research projects for
green settings.

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Diramcoin : https://diramcoin.com/   

https://diramcoin.com/
https://diramcoin.com/


Welcome to the Future of
Cryptocurrency


